
Treasure Valuation Committee   

Minutes of the meeting of 26 February 2010 
 

The meeting was held in the Director’s Kitchen at the British Museum on Friday 26
th

 February 2010 at 11am.. 
 

Present 

 

Committee   Other    Apologies 

Jack Ogden  (Acting Chair) Roger Bland (BM)  Norman Palmer 

Trevor Austin    Caroline Lyons (BM)   

Ian Carradice   Caroline Barton (BM) 

John Cherry   Ian Richardson (BM) 

Peter Clayton   Helen Loughlin  (DCMS) 

Tim Pestell    Maria Mourin (DCMS) 

May Sinclair    

 

 

Item 1: Minutes of the meeting of Wednesday 10
th

 December 2009 

 

Jack Ogden submitted corrections.  Item 3 of the minutes was amended to read ‘It expressed its appreciation 

for all involved in the administration and handling of this case’. The minutes were approved as a true record of 

the meeting. 

 

Item 2: Objects 
 

Bronze Age artefacts 
 

1. Late Bronze Age base-metal scatter from Gurnard, Isle of Wight (2009 T398) 

The provisional valuer suggested £10; the TVC viewed the base-metal scatter in light of this and whilst 

acknowledging the paucity of commercial interest in the individual items, felt that the group possessed more 

value.  It recommended £20.  Isle of Wight Heritage Service hopes to acquire. 

 

2. Bronze Age hoard (9) from High Laver, Essex (2008 T86)  

The provisional valuer suggested £25; the TVC examined the hoard in light of this.  It clarified that item 8 on 

the report is a gouge, and the addenda report covers the spear tip.  The Committee felt that its contents were 

worth slightly more than the suggested value, and recommended £30.   Epping Forest Museum hopes to 

acquire. 

 

3. Bronze Age hoard from Broxted, Essex (2008 T589) 
The provisional valuer suggested £50;  the TVC took this under advice when viewing the hoard, and agreed 

that the value of the material was linked to its archaeological, rather than commercial attraction.  In 

agreement with the provisional valuer, the TVC recommended £50.  Saffron Walden Museum hopes to 

acquire. 

 

4. Bronze Age metalwork from Broxted, Essex (2008 T686) 

The provisional valuer suggested £50: the TVC took this into consideration when inspecting the metalwork 

and agreed that it was an accurate value.  In concordance with the provisional valuer, the TVC recommended 

£50.  Saffron Walden Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

5. Bronze Age base metal hoard from Uttlesford District, Essex (2007 T497) 
The provisional valuer suggested £250; the TVC examined the hoard with this in mind.  It noted that in 

comparison to similar pieces seen offered at the London Coin Fair of 6 February 2010, the suggested global 

value was high.  The complete axe (item 2 on the report) was felt to possess much of the value in this group, 

and it was explained that such pieces were listed at around £140 (retail) at the recent fair.  As such the 

Committee recommended £200 for the hoard.  Saffron Walden Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

6. Bronze Age palstaves from Hastings area, East Sussex (2009 T190) 

The provisional valuer suggested £1,000; the finder has submitted comments.  The TVC took these into 

consideration when viewing the palstaves.  The TVC found the provisional valuers suggestion to be 

reasonable, and that the suggested comparanda from Benet’s were relevant.  It thanked the Finder for his 
letter and made the following points in respect to the letter:  a.) that completeness is not the only factor 

contributing to their condition, the state and appearance of the patina also counts for much b.) that the high 

level of tin in these axes does not make them commercially more valuable c.) that many hoards such as this 

have been recorded, that their ritual use cannot be proved and so therefore it does not significantly influence 

the value.  The TVC recommended £1000. Hastings Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

7. Late Bronze Age base metal hoard from Carol’s Field, Durham (2008 T483) 



The provisional valuer suggested £3,100; the TVC inspected the hoard in light of this, finding that many of 

the axes possessed an attractive patina.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee 

recommended £3,100. Bowes Museum hopes to acquire.  

 

8. Bronze Age axe hoard from Rothley, Leicestershire (2009 T278) 
The provisional valuer suggested £5,375; the Landowner submitted comments.  The TVC took these into 

consideration when viewing the hoard and found the provisional valuation to be reasonably argued.  Citing a 

comparable pair of socketed axes moulds in very good condition purchased by Norwich Castle Museum for 

£2500, the TVC felt that the suggested value was accurate, and recommended £5,375.  The TVC thanked the 

Landowner for his letter, noting that it cannot acknowledge a conditional acceptance based on the 

requirement that a museum displays its acquisition in a specified manner, but that it would be prepared to 

apportion the reward as requested provided the other parties express their agreement in writing as well. 

Leicestershire County Council Heritage Services hope to acquire. 

 

9. Bronze Age copper alloy objects (2) and associated objects and vessels from Stanbury, West 

Yorkshire (2007 T388) 
The provisional valuer suggested £750.  The vessels were judged to be too fragile to transport and have been 

provisionally valued by examination of photographs.  Trevor Austin has also visited the repository in West 

Yorkshire and seen them in person.  The Finder submitted comments.  The TVC reviewed this material when 

viewing the objects present and photographs of the damaged pots.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, 

the TVC felt that much of the value of the hoard was tied to the stone axe, though it considered that an 

appropriate value for the axe was nearer to £450.  The TVC expressed a higher than anticipated admiration 

for ‘vessel 2’, the complete pot, and allowed for an increase in the value for this item suggested by the 

provisional valuer.   

 

The TVC thanked the Finder for his letter.  It noted that several of the Finder’s points placed emphasis on the 

archaeological importance of the find, and stressed that these factors did not in themselves translate into a 

commercial value.  Nonetheless, the Committee felt that taken together, the objects formed an attractive 

group and so it recommended an increase in the value of this case to £950. Bradford Museum hopes to 

acquire. 

 

10. Late Bronze Age gold cup ended bracelet from Castelderg area, County Tyrone (NI08.02)- 2
nd

 

viewing 

The first provisional valuer suggested £80,000-£120,000; the second provisional valuer suggested £80,000-

£100,000.  The Finder/Landowner submitted comments; The TVC recommended £95,000.  Extract from 

minutes of 10/12/09: ‘The Committee took all of this into consideration when viewing the object, and 

thanked the Finder/Landowner for his letter.  It noted the similarity of the suggestions of the two valuers.  

The Committee noted the heavy weight of the piece, and the fact that it was only lightly marked, but pointed 

out that its state of preservation and design are standard for objects of this type. The Committee felt that 
despite a lack of recent auctions parallels provided by the provisional valuers, the suggestions were 

accurate’. 

 

The Finder/Landowner submitted a challenge; the Museum also submitted a challenge.  The TVC examined 

the bracelet again and considered the submissions.  It found that the examples cited by the Museum (Cave 

Hill, Belfast, Northern Ireland, valued at £18,000 in 1995-1996 and Killymoon, County Tyrone, value 

unconfirmed) did not compare well with the bracelet from Castelderg, in that they were plainer in design, in 

less attractive condition, and lighter in weight.  The TVC ensured the Finder that it had factored into its 

original recommendation all of the points raised in his letter of 11
th
 January, namely, the relative rarity of this 

type of bracelet and its good condition.  The Committee therefore did not find anything in either letter to 

cause it to alter its original recommendation, and it maintained £95,000.  Ulster Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

Iron Age 
 

11. Iron Age hoard of bowls and wine strainer from Langstone, Newport (07.24)- 2
nd

 viewing  

The first provisional valuer suggested £3, 500; the second provisional valuer suggested £28, 000-£32, 000 

and valued this item at £5, 000.  The Finder, Landowner and Museum submitted comments; 

the TVC recommended £21,000. Extract from the minutes of 10/12/09: the Committee ‘agreed that the large 
bowl did command a figure larger than the other two items, owing to its size and completeness.  The 

Committee felt that the second valuer’s comparison of these items to recent Greek examples was valid, in as 

much as the Iron Age bowls and wine strainer would attract similar attention on the market owing to their 
quality and the known desirability of such objects.  The wine strainer in particular was felt to be of good 

quality and evoking of a strong Celtic identity.  In respect to the two similar strainers cited in the Museum’s 

submission, the strainer under inspection was seen to be larger.  The small bowl was also felt to be a meaner 
object in comparison to the wine strainer.  The fact that these items were found and reported together and 

make up a hoard of associated pieces, was seen to also be a factor in their overall value. The Committee 
recommended £13,000 for the large bowl, £5000 for the wine strainer and £3000 for the small bowl, for a 

total of £21,000’. 



The Finder has submitted a challenge; the TVC reviewed this material again.  It thanked the Finder for his 

letter but stressed that it had taken into consideration his concerns with respect to rarity and significance, and 

that the previously recommended value also factored in the condition of the objects in the group.  The 

comparanda cited in the Finder’s letter, as different categories of objects, were not felt to be relevant to the 

objects under discussion.  Therefore the TVC confirmed its recommendation of £21,000.  National Museum 

Wales hopes to acquire. 

 

Roman artefacts 
 

12. Roman silver hair pin from Mythe Lane area, Leicestershire (2008 T680) 
The provisional valuer suggested £60; the TVC viewed the pin in light of this and in agreement with the 

provisional valuer, it recommended £60. Leicestershire Museum Service hopes to acquire. 

 

13. Roman silver strap end from Yscir, Powys (08.21) 

The provisional valuer suggested £50; the TVC examined the strap end with this in mind and considered this 

to be a fair value.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, it recommended £50.  Brecknock Museum 

hopes to acquire. 

 

14. Roman silver spoon fragment from Cold Brayfield, Buckinghamshire (2008 T590) 

The provisional valuer suggested £50; the TVC inspected the spoon fragment in light of this and found that 

its poor condition warranted a lower value, and it recommended £40.  Buckinghamshire County Museum 

hopes to acquire. 

 

15. Roman silver finger-ring from Cold Brayfield, Buckinghamshire (2008 T573)  
The provisional valuer suggested £30; the TVC viewed the finger-ring in light of this and noted that the 

broken hoop and small size justified a slightly lower price, and it recommended £25.  Buckinghamshire 

County Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

16. Roman silver peltate mount from Ratcliffe on the Wreake, Leicestershire (2008 T61) 
The provisional valuer suggested £50;  the TVC took this under advice when viewing the moment, noting its 

appealing design but brittle nature, and expressed the belief that it would be impossible to straighten.  In 

agreement with the provisional valuer, it recommended £50.  Leicestershire County Council Heritage 

Services hope to acquire. 

 

 

Early Medieval artefacts 

 

17. Viking silver ingot from Talgarth, Powys (07.17) 

The provisional valuer suggested £100; the TVC considered this as it inspected the ingot.  Having had a 

number of early medieval silver ingots reported through the Treasure Act 1996, the Committee sought to 

recommend a commensurate value for this example according to the weight and silver purity for this 

example.  The Talgarth ingot also has no further distinguishing features that would influence its commercial 

value.  The Committee therefore recommended £80.  Brecknock Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

 

18. Viking silver ingot from Longford, Derbyshire (2008 T566) 

The provisional valuer suggested £110; The TVC took this into consideration when viewing the into.  

Having had a number of early medieval silver ingots reported through the Treasure Act 1996, the Committee 

sought to apply recommend a commensurate value for this example according to the weight and silver purity 

for this example.  The Longford ingot also has no further distinguishing features that would influence its 

commercial value.  The Committee found the suggested value to be accurate and in agreement with the 

provisional valuer, it recommended £110.  Derby City Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

19. Anglo-Saxon silver hooked tag from Brighstone, Isle of Wight (2009 T285) 

The provisional valuer suggested £200; the TVC examined the hooked tag in light of this and though thin 

and small, the Committee was persuaded by the arguments put forth by the valuer, and in agreement with 

him, it recommended £200.  Isle of Wight Heritage Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

20. Anglo-Saxon silver linked pin fragment from Low Santon, North Lincolnshire (2008 T397) 

The provisional valuer suggested £60; the TVC examined the pin in light of this and whilst only a fragment, 
it felt the appeal of the pin warranted a higher value, and it recommended £80.  North Lincolnshire Museum 

hopes to acquire. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

21. Early Medieval gold sheet from Frisby and Kirkby, Leicestershire (2009 T419) 

The provisional valuer suggested £60; the TVC inspected the sheet in light of this, commenting that whilst 

damaged, it owed some attraction to the fact that it is recognisable as a 7
th
 century item.  In agreement with 

the provisional valuer, it recommended £60.  Leicestershire County Council Heritage Services hope to 

acquire. 

 

22. Early Anglo-Saxon grave assemblage from West Wight (2008 T321) 

The provisional valuer suggested £300-330.  The Museum submitted comments, which the TVC considered 

as it inspected the assemblage.  It thanked the Museum for its comments but it found the arguments of the 

provisional valuer well-supported by the comparanda cited.  The quantity of pieces in the group also 

contributed to its value, and in agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £300.     

 

23. Anglo-Saxon silver-gilt disc brooch fragment from Aldborough area, Norfolk (2008 T611)- 3
rd

 

viewing-   

The provisional valuer suggested £100; the TVC recommended £100 (17/06/09).  Subsequent to the meeting, 

it was revealed that the complementary fragment of the brooch mentioned in the provisional valuation 

(2002 T31) was valued at £600 by the TVC.  The TVC requested to see this object again and consider this 

new evidence; it did so and recommended £400 (30/09/09).  The Finder submitted a challenge.  This case 

was deferred from the meeting of 10/12/09 in order that the Finder can supply further information.  The 

Museum submitted comments. The Finder did not make any further submissions.   

 

As this find is from Norfolk, Tim Pestell excused himself for the portion of the discussion directly relating to 

the valuation.  Before doing so he informed the TVC that he could confirm that neither of his colleagues at 

Norwich Castle Museum had speculated on a price for the item had it been ‘found as a complete brooch’, 

thereby contradicting a point from the Finder’s letter.   

 

The Committee took all of this into consideration, and noted again that the existence a larger fragment of the 

brooch in the Museum’s collection made the piece under discussion more attractive and thus valuable.  It 

confirmed that this was factored in to the original recommended valuation, and finding nothing further to cause 

it to amend that recommendation, confirmed at £400.  The British Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

24. Anglo-Saxon gold pendant from Tolleshunt Major, Essex (2009 T142) 
The provisional valuer suggested £600; the TVC examined the pendant in light of this and felt that the 

suggested value was slightly high given the condition of the piece.  It recommended £550.  Colchester & 

Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 

 

 

25. Anglo-Saxon grave assemblage from Westminster, London (2006 T556) 

The provisional valuer suggested £6,500-£7,000; the Committee took this under advice when viewing the 

objects in the assemblage.  It felt that the emphasis placed on the value of the pendant was slightly inflated, 

but that the escutcheons were better than expected and so therefore made up the difference.  The suggested 

range was found to be accurate and in agreement with the provisional valuer, the TVC recommended £6,750.  

The Museum of London hopes to acquire. 

 

Medieval artefacts 
 

26. Medieval silver chape from Glyn Tarell, Powys (08.20) 

The provisional valuer suggested £80; the TVC inspected the chape with this in mind, and in light of its poor 

condition felt that a lower figure was required.  It recommended £60.  Brecknock Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

27. Medieval silver brooch pin from Rhos-on-Sea, Conwy (08.06) 

The provisional valuer suggested £60; the TVC examined the pin in light of this.  It agreed with the 

provisional valuer that the pin does posses ‘a small element of interest’ but overall found that the suggested 

value was slightly high for s small component of a larger piece. The Committee therefore recommended £50.  

Conwy County Borough Museum hopes to acquire. 
 

28. Medieval silver mount from Thorner, West Yorkshire (2008 T389) 

The provisional valuer suggested £60; the Committee viewed the mount in light of this and in agreement 

with the provisional valuer, recommended £60.  Leeds Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

 

 



 

29. Medieval silver mount from Lewes area, East Sussex (2009 T189) 

The provisional valuer suggested £55; the TVC took this into consideration as it viewed the mount, noting its 

nice patina.  It was felt to compare nicely with another mount of the medieval period seen at this meeting 

(2008 T389 from Thorner, West Yorkshire; recommended value £60) and so the Committee recommended 

£60.  Barbican House Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

30. Medieval silver cross fragment from Birdforth, North Yorkshire (2008 T639) 
The provisional valuer suggested £80; the TVC viewed the cross fragment in light of this and alongside 

another silver cross pendant of the medieval period (2009 T130 from South Leverton, Nottinghamshire; 

recommended value £280).  In relation to the piece from South Leverton, which in addition to being 

complete was felt to have a more interesting inscription (IESVS NAZA RANVSREXIV – Jesus of Nazareth, 

King of the Jews) the Committee felt that an appropriate value for this item was £75.  Yorkshire Museum 

hopes to acquire. 

    

31. Medieval/ Post-Medieval silver-gilt bell from Framfield, East Sussex (2008 T738) 
The provisional valuer suggested £350; the TVC considered this as it viewed the bell.  Upon inspection the 

Committee noted that the lower engraved rim of the bell may have been fashioned from a finger-ring; it also 

pointed out that this rim appeared to be in gold rather than gilded metal and that this factor could weigh 

heavily on the item’s value. The TVC therefore requested that the provisional valuer reconsider the object 

with this information in mind and to submit another valuation.  Barbican House Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

32. Medieval silver annular brooch from Wharley End area, Bedfordshire (2009 T269) 

The provisional valuer suggested £220; the Landowner has submitted comments.  The TVC examined the 

brooch in light of this and in agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £220. The TVC thanked 

the Landowner for his generosity.  Bedford Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

33. Medieval silver-gilt signet ring from Little Busto area, West Sussex (2007 T239) 

The provisional valuer suggested £1,000; the TVC considered the ring in light of this and noting that it is a 

nice example with gilding on the inside, found the suggested value to be accurate. In agreement with the 

provisional valuer the TVC recommended £1000.  Chichester District Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

34. Medieval gold ring from Chichester District, West Sussex (2009 T326) 

The provisional valuer suggested £1,500-£2,000; the TVC viewed the ring in light of this and noted that in 

contrast to the curatorial report, the ring dates from the late 16
th
 Century.  The feeling was that as this ring 

does not have a stone, the suggested value was too high, but the Committee decided that the best course of 

action was to seek a second valuation, and to emphasise to the second valuer that the ring is of late 16
th
 

Century date and not 14
th

 -15
th
 century.  Chichester District Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

35. Medieval gold iconographic finger-ring from Beenham, West Berkshire (2008 T269) 

has valued this item at £1,050; this case was deferred at the request of the Finder.  West 

Berkshire Museum hopes to acquire.   

 

36. Medieval gold finger-ring from West Rainton, Durham (2008 T480) 
The provisional valuer suggested £2,000; the Finder submitted comments and a private valuation from Les 

Enluminures, Paris.  The TVC took these into consideration when viewing the finger-ring.  The Committee 

compared this ring to an example from Belton, North Lincolnshire, 2005 T394 (Treasure Annual Report 
2005/6  no. 404, valued at £2000) the stone of which is not quite as attractive as the object under 

investigation, but whose gold content is slightly higher (81-85% vice 70-74%).  The TVC thanked the Finder 

for his letter but felt that the value suggested by the valuer from Les Enlumineres represented a top retail 

price and that the price suggested by the provisional valuer represented a ‘market price’ as specified in the 

Treasure Act 1996.  In agreement with provisional valuer the TVC recommended £2000.  Bowes Museum 

hopes to acquire. 

 

37.  Medieval gold finger-ring from the Bedfordshire area (2009 T1) 
The provisional valuer suggested £800-£1,200; the Landowner submitted comments.  The TVC viewed the 

finger-ring in light of these and thanked the Landowner for his letter.  It found the substance of the ring to be 

meagre, and noticed a crack in the mount where an attempt was made (probably in antiquity) to repair the 

ring by soldering the pieces together.  In comparison with an example from Cannington, Somerset 2002 

T142 (Treasure Annual Report 2002 no. 94, valued at £1000), the suggested value was deemed to be high, 
and the TVC disagreed with the opinion that the ring could be repaired.  It therefore recommended £800.  

Bedford Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

 

 

38. Medieval gold finger-ring from Mouldsworth, Cheshire (2009 T81) 



The first provisional valuer suggested £4,000; the second provisional valuer suggested £1,500.  The Finder  

and Landowner submitted comments; the TVC took these into consideration as it viewed the ring.  Under 

inspection the TVC disagreed with the assessment that the ring dates to the 13
th
 century, but felt rather it is 

15
th
 century in date.  It also noticed that the stones are faceted in the modern fashion and must have been set 

in the 16
th
 century or later.  The TVC therefore felt it necessary to ask the two provisional valuers to consider 

the ring again with this information in mind, and to submit amended suggestions.  Grosvenor House Museum 

hopes to acquire. 

 

39. Medieval gold finger-ring from South Wingfield, Derbyshire (2007 T300) 

The provisional valuer suggested £2,000.  The Finder was recorded by the Finds Liaison Officer as being an 

‘Amateur Archaeologist’; the Finder did not agree with this description and submitted comments clarifying 

the circumstances of discovery.  Trevor Austin told the Committee that he had spoken with the Finder who 

further clarified his position and the circumstances under which the find was made, and the Committee was 

happy to agree that for the purpose of determining the allocation of an ex gratia reward, the Finder should be 

considered as a private individual, not engaged as a professional or affiliated with a formal organisation or 

institution and would be eligible for a 50% share. 

   

When viewing the ring the TVC expressed the concern that the suggested value was high for an incomplete 

example.  It compared this example to one from Edgefield, Norfolk (2007 T359, Portable Antiquities and 

Treasure Annual Report 2007, item 350) valued at £1000.  The TVC requested that a second provisional 

valuation be commissioned and for the valuer to consider the portion of value represented in this ring against 

what it might be worth if complete.  Derby Museum hopes to acquire.  

 

40. Medieval silver seal matrix from Wootton Bridge, Isle of Wight (2009 T6) 
The provisional valuer suggested £1,200; the TVC considered this matrix and felt that this example called for 

a second valuation by a seal-expert whose services were recently engaged by the Committee.  The DCMS is 

therefore to request that this expert valuer provide a second valuation.  The British Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

41. Medieval gold chain link from Utterby, Lincolnshire (2009 T529) 
The provisional valuer suggested £1,200; the TVC inspected the object in light of this, noting the attractive 

arrangement of the various components.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, it recommended £1,200.  

The Victoria and Albert Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

42. Medieval silver vervel from Eaton Bray, Bedfordshire (2009 T62) 
The provisional valuer suggested £1,200; the Committee examined the vervel in light of this and complimented 

its clear solid lettering.  It felt that the large size also added to the vervel’s appeal and in agreement with the 

provisional valuer, it recommended £1,200.  The British Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

 

43. Medieval silver hawking bell from Melbourne area, Derbyshire (2009 T148)- 2
nd

 viewing 

 The first provisional valuer suggested £300; the TVC requested that a second valuation be sought.  Extract 

from TVC minutes (30/09/09): the TVC ‘expressed its concern that it was very difficult to assert 

definitively that this piece was used in hawking, an association which admittedly might be of interest to 

some collectors.  The Committee felt that it might tentatively be a clothing accessory.  The Committee 

was concerned that the provisional valuation gave too great a weight to this potential hawking 

association and was inclined to believe that the value should be lower’. 

 
The second provisional valuer suggested £60; the TVC re-examined the bell and clarified that it felt it likely 

to date from the 16
th
 or 17

th
 century, although it acknowledged no characteristic of the bell allowed it to be 

dated clearly or indisputably linked it to hawking.  The TVC found the second valuer’s suggestion more 

reasonable and recommended £60.  Derby Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

 

44. Medieval silver cross pendant from South Leverton, Nottinghamshire (2009 T130)- 2
nd

 viewing 
The provisional valuer suggested £100; the TVC recommended £120. Extract from TVC minutes (10/12/09): 

‘…thought that the inscription on the piece would generate a slightly higher level of interest’.  The Finder 

submitted a challenge;  the TVC inspected the cross pendant in light of this.  It considered the item alongside 

an incomplete example from Birdforth, North Yorkshire (2008 T639 valued at £75).  It also examined 

parallels in more detail and found this example to more closely resemble that from Timberland, Lincolnshire 

2003 T248 (Treasure Annual Report 2003, no. 213, valued at £300) .  The incomplete hoop makes this 
example from South Leverton slightly less desirable, however, and the TVC recommended £280.  Bassetlaw 

Museum hopes to acquire 

 

Post-Medieval artefacts 

 

45. Post-Medieval silver whistle from Gladestry, Old Radnor, Powys (07.21) 



The provisional valuer suggested £100; the TVC examined the whistle in light of this and felt that the lower 

end of the suggested range was more appropriate for this piece.  It recommended £80. Radnorshire Museum 

hopes to acquire. 

 

46. Post-Medieval silver snake buckle from Bucklebury, West Berkshire (2009 T93) 
The provisional valuer suggested £80; the TVC inspected the buckle in light of this and in agreement with 

the provisional valuer, recommended £80.  West Berkshire Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

47. Post-Medieval silver-gilt dress fitting from Mentmore, Buckinghamshire (2009 T438) 

The provisional valuer suggested £180; the TVC took account of this as it viewed the dress fitting.  It too 

found the fitting appealing but felt that the suggested price was too high and recommended £150.  

Buckinghamshire Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

48. Post-Medieval silver-gilt toothpick from Belton, Leicestershire (2009 T322) 

The provisional valuer suggested £55; the TVC inspected the object and in light of its poor condition felt that 

a lower value was more appropriate, and so it recommended £50.  Leicestershire Museum Service hopes to 

acquire. 

 

49. Post-Medieval silver toothpick/earscoop from Brighstone, Isle of Wight (2009 T274) 

The provisional valuer suggested £80; the Finder submitted comments.   The TVC thanked the Finder for his 

letter and for his generous offer.  Upon inspection, the Committee found that despite the absence of the end 

of the toothpick, the objects duel function and the presence of the maker’s mark made it appealing.  The 

TVC recommended £90.  The Isle of Wight Heritage Service hopes to acquire. 

 

50. Post-Medieval silver-gilt hooked tag from Isle of Oxney area, Kent (2009 T228) 

The provisional valuer suggested £100; the Committee viewed the hooked tag in light of this and felt that the 

suggested value was high given the small size of the item.  Comparison with similar examples that have gone 

through the Treasure process before and with a parallel listed on the website of Timeline Originals for £110 

(retail price) the TVC recommended £75 for this tag.  Maidstone Museum hopes to acquire.  

 

51. Post-Medieval silver seal matrix fragment from West Clandon, Surrey (2009 T486) 
The provisional valuer suggested £75; the TVC considered the seal matrix fragment in light of this and found 

the suggested value to be reasonable.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, the TVC recommended £75.  

Guildford Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

52. Post-Medieval silver seal matrix fragment from West Clandon, Surrey (2009 T485) 

The provisional valuer suggested £75; the TVC took this into account and examined the seal matrix.  In 

comparison with a similar fragment seen at the same meeting (2009 T486, also from West Clandon, Surrey; 

valued at £75) this piece was felt to be less appealing.  The TVC therefore recommended £50.  Guildford 

Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

53. Post-Medieval silver fob seal from Lewes area, East Sussex (2009 T27) 
The provisional valuer suggested £250; the TVC examined the fob seal in light of this and found it to be 

complete, yet slight, and therefore it recommended £200.  Barbican House Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

54. Post-Medieval silver seal die from Narborough, Leicestershire (2008 T268)- 3
rd

 viewing 

The provisional valuer suggested £250; the Finder submitted comments and a private valuation by  

for £800-£1000.  The TVC requested a second valuation; TVC extract (10/12/09), ‘The TVC 

considered the case before it and was convinced that the objections about the dating of the seal were 

legitimate, and that it did indeed appear to be a medieval rather than post-medieval object’. 
 

The second provisional valuer suggested £1,200; the TVC examined the object and all of the information 

again.  In light of the belief that the matrix is likely to date from the 15
th
 century, the Committee inclined to 

attach more weight to Mr Murawski’s suggestion and that of the second valuer.  It recommended £1,000. 

Leicestershire Museum Service hopes to acquire. 

 

 

55. Post-Medieval silver cufflink element from Colchester area, Essex (2007 T495)- 2
nd

 viewing 

The provisional valuer suggested £10; the TVC recommended £10 (10/12/09).  The Finder submitted a 

challenge; the TVC considered the Finder’s letter and thanked him for it.  It noted that the examples cited by 
the Finder are in much better condition than the piece under discussion, and finding nothing that caused it to 

amend its recommendation, confirmed at £10. Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 

 

56. Post-Medieval silver button from Dunham on Trent, Nottinghamshire (2008 T775)- 2
nd

 viewing 

The provisional valuer suggested £10-£15; the TVC recommended £10 (10/12/09).  The Finder submitted a 

challenge.   The TVC considered this letter and viewed the object again.  It acknowledged that were the 

button in a complete state it would have more appeal, but for this damaged example and it was still inclined 



to recommend a value at the higher end of the provisional valuation, £15.  Bassetlaw Museum hopes to 

acquire.  

 

57. Post-Medieval silver button from Stokeham, Nottinghamshire (2008 T776)- 2
nd

 viewing 

The provisional valuer suggested £30-£40; the TVC recommended £30 (10/12/09).  The Finder submitted a 

challenge; the TVC viewed the letter and thanked the Finder for it.  In respect to the various comparanda 

cited by the Finder, and to the other two buttons seen at the same meeting, the Committee was minded to 

change its recommendation to £40.  Bassetlaw Museum hopes to acquire.   

 

 

58. Post-Medieval gold crucifix from Tuxford area, Nottinghamshire (2008 T512) – 3
nd

 viewing 
The provisional valuer suggested £1,000-£1,200; The TVC recommended £1,200 (12/08/09).  The Finder 

and Landowner submitted a challenge. The Finder submitted a private valuation from Timeline Originals, 

suggesting £3000-£5000 on a UK market, and £4000-£6000 on an open market.  The TVC viewed the 

crucifix again in light of this and noted that the parallel cited in the provisional valuer’s report sold for £1350 

including the auction premium, implying the value of that piece was slightly lower still.  That example was 

larger and less distorted than the piece from the Tuxford area, but it did not have an inscription, which adds 

to the appeal of this piece.  Given this evidence the Committee felt that diligence required it to seek a second 

provisional valuation.  Bassetlaw Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

Item 3: Coins 

 

Iron Age coins 

 

59. Iron Age coins (17) from Upper Thames, London (2008 T412 & 2009 T60) 

The provisional valuer suggested £200-250; the Committee viewed the coins in light of this and pointing out 

several nice examples in the group, recommended £265.  Gunnersbury Park Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

60. Iron Age gold coin hoard (840) from Dallinghoo, Suffolk (2008 T226)- 2
nd

 viewing 
The first provisional valuer suggested £280,000-£320,000; the second provisional valuer suggested £229,435.  

Both named and unnamed Finders and Landowner submitted comments. The TVC deferred this case to seek 

further advice.  TVC extract (10/12/09): ‘There is a dispute regarding the finders.  Included was an extract 

from the coroner’s inquest with statements from both finders Mr and Mr   Mr 

has been named as the finder of the hoard; Mr believed he should also be considered a finder.  
Mr  an independent signed statement written before the inquest and one sent through his 

solicitor after the inquest.  Mr made comments regarding this submission.  One of the Landowners also 

submitted comments.  Committee member Trevor Austin was also approached by the two gentlemen who gave 

him their respective version of events. 

 
The TVC first considered that it must be clear as to whom it should regard as a finder in this case before it 

recommended a value for the coins.  It considered all of the evidence submitted by the interested parties and 

the submitted portion of the transcript of the coroner’s inquest.  In particular it was concerned that the coroner 
named Mr as ‘the initial finder’ on the verdict sheet but did not officially list Mr   In that 

circumstance the TVC felt that it needed legal advice as to whether it could recommend a reward to someone 
not officially identified as a Finder, Landowner, or Occupier by the Coroner.  In thus referring the matter, the 

TVC noted that Mr appeared to have taken original possession of at least several of the coins with the 

consent of Mr , and that Mr did not appear to contest the fact of Mr  having taken such 
possession.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 TVC will where appropriate invite the Secretariat to write the interested 

parties and request any further information that it may require in order that at the next meeting, 26 
February 2010, the TVC may recommend a value.   

 

 

 



 The Committee  felt that 

in order for it to recommend an appropriate apportionment of the reward in this case, it needed clarification 

from the Coroner as to the person or persons who should be considered as Finder(s) of the coins.  The 

Committee acknowledged that the Coroner’s verdict sheet listed only Mr  as a Finder, and that in the 

transcript of the inquest Mr was referred to as the ‘Initial Finder’, however it pointed to several passages 

in the transcript where the Coroner seemed to imply that there was more than one Finder.   

 

As such, the Committee resolved to draft a letter to the Coroner, highlighting the relevant passages to ask 

whether the Coroner could confirm that Mr  was also a Finder of at least some of the coins in this case.  

This the Committee did and the Secretariat will send it to all members for approval before posting it to the 

Coroner. 

 

As to the value of the coins, the Committee inspected the hoard and considered the two provisional valuations.  

It found itself in agreement more with the assessment of the first provisional valuer, especially with the 

allowance of £300-£320 for coins of lesser value.  It felt that the second provisional valuation was slightly low.  

The TVC therefore recommended a value of £300,000.  The recommendation of the apportionment will depend 

on the response of the Coroner.  Colchester and Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 

  

Roman coins 

 

61. Roman coin hoard (28) and copper alloy fragments (2007 T201) from Barbridge, Cheshire- 2
nd

 

viewing 

The first provisional valuer suggested £300, including coins and copper alloy fragments; the second 

provisional valuer has valued the coins alone at £100-£120.  The Committee examined the coins and 

fragments in light of this and coins of this type appeared at the London Coin Fair of 6 February 2010 for £25 

each in EF condition.  The TVC felt that the provisional valuers had provided accurate suggestions in terms 

of the value of the coins, but that the copper alloy fragment possessed little appeal, and therefore it 

recommended £150 for the group.  Nantwich Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

62. Roman coin hoard (30) from Twycross, Leicestershire (2007 T312) 

The provisional valuer suggested £500-£550; the Committee viewed the coins in light of this.  It agreed with 

the suggested range of values for the group as a whole, and also with the individual breakdown provided by 

the provisional valuer.  The Committee therefore recommended £478).  Leicestershire 

Museum Service hopes to acquire. 

 

Medieval coins 

 

63. Medieval coins (14) from West Wratting, Cambridgeshire (2007 T619) 

The first provisional valuer valued twelve coins (including 1 illegible coin) at £400-£600.  The second 

provisional valuer valued an additional two coins at £20-£30. The second provisional valuer also submitted 

further comments regarding a later reattribution of coin (1) in the original catalogue which the first 

provisional valuer had used when making his valuation.   

 

The TVC inspected the coins in light of this and the two curator reports regarding reattribution of the coin 

were made available and were taken into consideration.  It felt that taken together the addition of the group 

was worth in the range suggested by the first valuer, and it recommended £500.    The Fitzwilliam Museum 

hopes to acquire. 

 

Post-Medieval coins  

 

64. Post-Medieval coins (40) from Welshpool area, Powys (07.12) 

The provisional valuer suggested £900-£1,000; the Landowner submitted comments.  The TVC inspected the 

coins in light of this and thanked the Landowner for her letter and for her generosity.  Taking account of the 

condition of the coins (as had the provisional valuer) the Committee recommended £900.  Powysland 

Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

65. Post-Medieval coins (245) from Rutland area, Rutland (2007 T139) 

Post Medieval coin (1) from Rutland area, Rutland (2007 T240) 

The first provisional valuer valued item 2007 T139 (245 coins) at £7,000-£7,500; Rutland County Museum 

hopes to acquire.  The second provisional valuer valued item 2007 T240 (1 coin) at £20-£25; the TVC 
recommended £20 (24/04/09).   The details for 2007 T240 were provided as this is related to case 2007 

T139, which was declared Treasure at a later date.  The Finder submitted comments, and the TVC thanked 

him for his letter.  The Committee felt that the valuation may have been slightly high, but also mentioned 

that there are a number of milled coins present in the hoard and that diligence would require a specialist in 

that type to value.  The TVC therefore requested a second valuation of the coins by such an expert.  Rutland 

County Museum hopes to acquire. 

 



66. Post-Medieval silver coins (73) from Sedbergh, Cumbria (2009 T213) 

The provisional valuer suggested £5,000-£6,000; the Committee inspected the coins in light of this and found 

that their condition suggested that a value at the lower end of this range would be appropriate.  In agreement 

with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £5000.  Kendal Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

Item 4: Norfolk Cases 

 

67. Roman silver finger-ring fragment from Swaffham area, Norfolk (2009 T608) 
The provisional valuer suggested at £30; the TVC inspected the ring in light of this and felt that the condition 

demanded a slightly lower value, and recommended £25.  Norwich Castle Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

68. Anglo-Saxon silver pendant from Swaffham area, Norfolk (2009 T610)  

The provisional valuer suggested £80; the Committee viewed the pendant in light of this, noting the complete 

loop, and felt that the suggested value was reasonable.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, it 

recommended £80. Norwich Castle Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

69. Early Medieval silver-gilt knob from Fransham, Norfolk (2007 T674) 

The provisional valuer suggested £45; the TVC viewed the artefact in light of this.  Having seen similar 

examples, it felt that the piece possessed more appeal than allowed for, and recommended £75.   Norwich 

Castle Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

70. Medieval silver mount from Grimstone area, Norfolk (2009 T665) 

The provisional valuer suggested £60; the TVC examined the mount in light of this and found that its size 

and condition dictated a lower valuer, and recommended £40.  Norwich Castle Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

71. Medieval silver seal matrix from Martham, Norfolk (2008 T532) 
The provisional valuer suggested £3,000; the Museum submitted comments.   The TVC viewed the matrix in 

light of this and thanked the Museum for its letter, however it felt the comparanda provided by the valuer 

were more relevant than those supplied by the museum, whose parallels did not correspond as nicely in terms 

of size and weight.  The Committee also cited a reference in Benet’s Artefacts of England & the United 

Kingdom (Murawski, 2003, pg 494) valued at £3000, which although a retail price is also not as fine as the 

seal under discussion.  The inscription and iconography combine to make the Martham piece an interesting 

item, and in agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £3000. Norwich Castle 

Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

72. Post-Medieval silver-gilt cap hook from Beeston with Bittering, Norfolk (2009 T99) 

The provisional valuer suggested £120; the TVC viewed the cap hook in light of this and found that while it 

possessed a certain attraction it was also quite plain would not demand much attention.  The Committee 

recommended £100. The British Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

73. Medieval coin hoard (32) from Shipham area, Norfolk (2009 T70) 

The provisional valuer suggested £6,000-£6,500; the TVC examined the coins in light of this and finding 

several very nice examples with appealing portraits, it was inclined to recommend a value at the higher end 

of the suggested range.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £6,500. 

Norwich Castle Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

74. Medieval silver coins (2) from Deopham area, Norfolk (2008 T708) 
The provisional valuer suggested £35-£40; the TVC inspected the two coins and in agreement with the 

provisional valuer, recommended £35. Norwich Castle Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

 

Item 5: AOB 
 

Anglo-Saxon grave assemblages (3) from St. Edmunds Church, Dartford (2006 T376) 
The provisional valuer suggested £3, 740- £4, 040 (Gr. A= £1, 420-£1, 540; Gr. B= £1, 400-£1, 500; Gr. C= 

£920-£1, 000).  This is an archaeological case and as such the archaeologist would not be entitled to a reward.  

The TVC recommended £4,040 (10/12/09).  The Landowner (CofE) also raised a query regarding the 

percentage of the reward it should receive; paperwork included.  This case was deferred whilst the TVC 

requested advice   Extract (10/12/09): As to the question posed by the Landowner, asking whether in 

this circumstance, the Church of England, as the funder of the excavation would be eligible to receive 100% of 
the value of these finds, the TVC commented that the Treasure Act 1996 Code of Practice makes no provision 

for the Archaeologist’s portion of a reward to be transferred to the Landowner.  The TVC agreed however that 

it would like to seek advice on the point that the Landowner had raised, and 
inquire whether on interpretation of the Code, there would ever be circumstances related to an 

‘archaeological’ finding where the TVC could recommend more than 50% of the reward be given to one party?    
 

The TVC furthermore recommended that in its process of consultation in advance of the upcoming Review of 



the Code of Practice, the DCMS should consult on the question of allocation of reward in archaeological 

treasure cases where the Landowner is also the funder of the excavation. 

 
The TVC invited the Secretariat to inform the Landowner and acquiring museum that the TVC has put the 

issue of allocation of reward to its advisors and that the TVC will respond with a recommendation after 
the next meeting. 

 

advice, which in summary clarified that in archaeological cases the Code of 

Practice is clear in stating that landowners/occupiers are eligible for no more than 50% of the market value of 

a find, and advised the TVC to recommend apportionment of the reward along those lines. 

 

The Committee thanked for the advice and as it had previously agreed with the value suggested by the 

provisional valuer for these items, £4,040, it recommended that half of that amount be given to the 

landowner in this case as an ex gratia reward. 

 

Second Term for Peter Clayton 
 

The Minister has invited Peter Clayton to serve on the TVC for a second term, an offer he has accepted.  The 

Committee welcomed this news. 

 

 

Welcome back of May Sinclair 

 

Trevor Austin welcomed May Sinclair back into the fold after the passing of her husband.  May thanked 

everyone for their support and the kind card sent to her. 

 

Item 7: Date of Next Meeting   
 

Wednesday, 14 April 2010, 11:00am. Hartwell Room, The British Museum 

 




